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The evil king, dethroned. The undead, released.And the dark, oppressive Nass are no more. No

one thought it was possibleâ€”not even those with Shay abilitiesâ€”yet Nolan Trividar defeated the

king and confined him to the depths of Faylinn. The kingdom is now ruled by a virtuous king, but not

everyone is happy with the new regime. Unrest in the army is rampant, even as foreign threats

press at their borders.Nolan travels the kingdom, striving to spread the light of Brim to those who

have lived in ignorance for so long, but his mission is cut short when the Talasian fleet lands on their

shore. Now, Nolan must stop a war, protect the kingdom from an emerging villain, and find the

stolen Stones of Light before his Shay powers reach life-threatening depletion. And all the while, he

fights a darker, internal battle that could lead him to discover the secret of his transformation.
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This was a great continuation into the world of the shay. I was sucked into the story the whole

time.SPOILER ALERT!!! Don't read ahead if you haven't read the book.There were quite a few

things I really disliked. In the first book, Nolan's greatest strength was his quick thinking and creative



solutions. In this book it seems he became less powerful and a bit dumber. Example: How can he

let the stone's get taken multiple times when they are his lifeline? Nolan from the first book wouldn't

let that happen.Also why keep Alacandor just sitting there in the dungeon? Have a trial and be done

with him. And I actually got angry when Nolan was scared, second guessing, to deal with Jezabele

in the dungeon.All that said, I still recommend this book. The highs far out weigh the lows. Look

forward to next installment.

This is a great second book and really sets us up for the next book in the series. Only thing I didn't

like was that there was a section where I felt like the characters were acting like high schoolers (he

said you said blah blah) when they are the rulers of this world. Spoiler**** I was not expecting there

to be another "human Guardian" like Nolan which made the story get that much better! Excited to

see what else is in store for Nolan.

I love the story of books 1 and 2. But the main character Nolan gets dumber and dumber in the

second book. While he is a smart guy in the first book, now he is doing stupid things.*SPOILER

ALERT*He loses the stones, not once but more than once! And this while he knows that his life is

depending on those stones! Why aren't those stones guarded?In the first book, it took Nolan a while

to get a second power and to get used to it. Eventually it took him a long period to get used to all

powers. In the second book I got the impression that it took that girl only a few minutes to get the 6

powers! And she got stronger than Nolan (even when he got the 6 stones)! These are childish plots

in order to create a worthy adversary.Normally I would give 2 stars, but the story added an extra

star.I hope Nolan will be smart again in book 3.

This story takes several different avenues. The Emissary tries to spread the light, but evil comes in

all shapes and sizes. Life's are so interwoven. Not sure how the author was going to handle all of

the different issues but did so well. Hope reigns as the dark evil slowly gains power once again. At

the end, we are left with more of the story, to be continued.

I loved the first book and rely looked forward to this second one. I am disappointed in this book. It

seems like NOTHING good happens and it is very very predictable. Nolan needs the stones to live

but every other chapter he has left them sitting around doing nothing. Also if is not unice then why

did Brim come to him and say tell him what he wanted him to go do. I just could not take it anymore

when Greer and Nolan were in the tent and Kat walks in and says the stones are gone i just had to



stop reading. OH yea i need these stones to live but i will just leave them sitting out in the tree were

they can be taken by anyone. dumb.

It's a true fantasy novel. It's strong subjects approached from unique angles keep you upbeat

regardless how dark the subject, yet she makes you feel the characters' struggles as if they were

your own. An amazing sequel to follow up Powers Of The Six.

I'm really in between three and four stars with this one. A little disappointed, maybe my expectations

were too high. Really the one part of the story that I absolutely hated (*spoiler*) was when they lost

the stones. The protagonist needs them to live and he's been kept away from them and tortured for

days. "I'll just leave them unguarded on my bed then". The scene was both predictable and

incredibly stupid. I almost quit reading the book at that point. Otherwise, it's not a bad story. I'll

probably read the sequel but I won't be as anxious for it to come out.

I'm so in love with this series. It's well written and the characters come to life in my mind. I like the

fighting, the romance and the conflicts they all face. Eagerly waiting for the next book.
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